Unauthorized Disclosure

The unauthorized disclosure (UD) of critical information, through leaks, espionage, spills, and failed safeguarding, can greatly degrade national/organizational security\(^2\), brand reputation, and corporate profitability. Studies\(^2,3\) on incidents of intentional UD highlight intervention points, and provide insights in how organizations can prevent, detect and mitigate impacts of insider threat. Most individuals that perpetrate acts of UD do not enter the DoD with malintent, instead, they are insiders who, over time and in reaction to situations and stresses, progress on a critical pathway\(^2\) towards a disclosure. Key statistics identify workplace conflicts around career status and the way managers address feedback and accountability as a point where positive action and leader engagement can move someone off the pathway to an intentional UD. Additional insights highlight that while our efforts to reduce electronic methods of UD and identify individuals with high levels of debit have been successful, most intentional UD perpetrators take physical copies out of facilities and when it comes to money, are motivated by greed and not debt. This nuisance highlights the need for complex threat assessment of human behavior and the utilization of DoD insider threat capabilities to address UD motivations.

**What Can We Do?**

1. **Good Management is UD Prevention**: Whether it’s subordinates, co-workers, or service members, get to know the people around you, so you can identify indicators, changes in behavior and potential team conflict before they escalate.

2. **Report Incidents to Insider Threat Hubs**: Let experts assess if someone is moving down the critical pathway. Ensure you document and report all concerning behaviors no matter the incident “size”. If behavior is reported early, it may be possible to help someone back on the right path and save a career.

3. **Specialized Training for Staff and Leaders**: Invest in your staff. Train leaders, security personnel, and others involved with disciplinary notices on conflict resolution and de-escalation strategies\(^2\).

**Characteristics of Intentional UD\(^2\)**

- **Top 4 Adjudicative Guidelines**
  - 1. Handling protected information
  - 2. Personal conduct
  - 3. Foreign preference
  - 4. Foreign influence

Adjudicative guidelines give us minimum reporting standards, but it’s vital that the detection methods and focus go beyond these criteria.

- **Top 4 Motives for engaging in intentional UD:**
  - 1. Money (greed)
  - 2. Ideology
  - 3. Revenge
  - 4. Career Improvement

Adjudication guidelines identify debt load as an indicator, but it’s important to understand that “greed” is a less easily detected, but more accurate factor in UD.

**Mitigating Factors**

Persons, things, or circumstances of sufficient value to the individual that reduce the likelihood they may act upon malicious intent. When these stabilizers “evaporate” it becomes easier to progress down the critical path.

**Methodology**

- The most common method of exfiltration was the physical removal of printed or copied documents from a facility hidden on the person or in their personal items out of the building. Technology makes up a small proportion of the successful intentional UD.
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